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	In 1997, Bill Gates famously said "Content is king." Since then, the digital marketing world has been scrambling to fulfill this promise, as we finally shift our focus to what consumers really want from our brands: a conversation.The Digital Crown walks you through the essentials of crafting great content: the fundamentals of branding, messaging, business goal alignment, and creating portable, mobile content that is future-ready. Systems create freedom, and within this book you’ll learn the seven critical rules to align your internal and external content processes, including putting your audience first, involving stakeholders early and often, and creating multidisciplinary content teams.


	Complete with case studies and experience drawn directly from global content projects, you are invited to observe the inner workings of successful content engagements. You’ll learn how to juggle the demands of IT, design, and content teams, while acquiring all the practical tools you need to devise a roadmap for connecting and engaging with your customers.


	This is your next step on the journey to creating and managing winning content to engage your audience and keep them coming back for more.

	
		Discover easy-to-follow, simple breakdowns of the major ideas behind engaging with your customer
	
		Learn both the theoretical and practical applications of content and communication on-line
	
		Maximize on the case studies and real-world examples, enabling you to find the best fit for your own business
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Raspberry Pi Embedded Projects HotshotPackt Publishing, 2015

	This book is targeted towards beginners and intermediate designers of mechatronic systems and embedded system design. Some familiarity with the Raspberry Pi and Python programming is preferred but not required.


	The Raspberry Pi is a quaint example of technological innovations that come by once every two or three decades and set off...
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Microsoft Dynamics CRM API Development for Online and On-Premise EnvironmentsApress, 2013

	I have had the pleasure to work with Dynamics CRM since its 1.1 version. I can be honest—I didn’t feel cheated when Microsoft skipped the 2.0 release, and although it has been a late bloomer in the CRM market, it has gained significant traction over the last few releases and manages to land in the right (top right, to be specific)...
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Civil Resistance and Violent Conflict in Latin America: Mobilizing for Rights (Studies of the Americas)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book explores distinct forms of civil resistance in situations of violent conflict in cases across Latin America, drawing important lessons learned for nonviolent struggles in the region and beyond. The authors analyse campaigns against armed actors in situations of internal armed conflict, against private sector companies that seek to...
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Agent-Based Modelling of Socio-Technical Systems (Agent-Based Social Systems)Springer, 2012

	Decision makers in large scale interconnected network systems require simulation models for decision support. The behaviour of these systems is determined by many actors, situated in a dynamic, multi-actor, multi-objective and multi-level environment. How can such systems be modelled and how can the socio-technical complexity be captured?...
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PHP Pocket Reference (Pocket Reference (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2000

	PHP is an open-source, HTML-embedded scripting language that allows you to handle tasks such as processing form input and working with databases directly in your HTML pages, rather than through CGI scripts.The PHP Pocket Reference is both a handy introduction to PHP syntax and structure and a quick reference to the vast array of...
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Generic Pipelines Using Docker: The DevOps Guide to Building Reusable, Platform Agnostic CI/CD FrameworksApress, 2018

	
		Create generic pipelines to reduce your overall DevOps workload and allow your team to deliver faster. This book helps you get up to speed on the pros and cons of generic pipeline methodology, and learn to combine shell scripts and Docker to build generic pipelines.

	
		In today’s world of micro-services and agile...
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